An anniversary puzzle

ACROSS
1 Exercise covers getting more on station (10)
6 Suffer being spectacled, maybe (4)
10 Heel of topless shoe (5)
11 Call round at ten with new restriction on what we eat (9)
12 What poor witch may do to display bad character? (8)
13 Starts fires (5)
15 Grant could be for returning hero (7)
17 Green family tie knot (7)
18 Finish off bird on fire (7)
21 Unsettled by deliveries delayed until Easter initially (7)
23 Values some Elizabeth I coins (5)
24 Sea trout floundering face down (8)
27 Duck born inside shell, say, may be forgotten (9)
28 Prepare to pray for king born at finishing school (5)
29 Disapprove of posh prelate (4)
30 Dish of beef wound round fish covering (10)

DOWN
1 Land according to turn (4)
2 Worth tidying mess (7)
3 Obstruction is about money (5)
4 Plots to scrap uprising and retreats (7)
5 Place of learning turned us down for discharge (7)
7 Hacks at top of perm leaving misreported mess (7)
8 Records Bognor perhaps with essays (10)
9 Right to cry out before One Direction entered university (8)
14 Arrangement to cut off deal for personal cover (6,4)
16 Possibly carry on with fit specimen (8)
19 He's unconvinced that he is taking part (7)
20 Take off close in poem – it's so long (7)
21 Leading part in Porridge? (7)
22 Most gloomy braves hold end of tomahawk with a bit of trepidation (7)
25 Number of commandments describing approval for remembrance (5)
26 Design most of factory (4)
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